Program

Welcome and Congratulations

Pat Lombardi  
Human Biology and Biology Advising

Bruce Bowerman  
Department Head, Biology  
Institute of Molecular Biology

Biology Undergraduate Addresses

Nelly Merveille Nouboussi Nkenfack  
Biology Co-Valedictorian  
Biology major, Chemistry and Global Health minors  
Robert D. Clark Honors College  
Phi Beta Kappa Oregon Six  
*Summa cum laude*

Eric Tristan Strand, Biology Co-Valedictorian  
Biology major, Biochemistry minor  
*Summa cum laude*

Biology Teaching Awards

Jana Prikryl  
General and Molecular Biology and Biology Advising  
Director, General Science Program

Marine Biology Congratulations and Address

Craig Young  
Director, Oregon Institute of Marine Biology

Jackson Tyler Hoeke, Marine Biology Valedictorian  
Robert D. Clark Honors College  
*Cum laude*

Graduate Congratulations and Address

Patrick Phillips  
Provost and Senior Vice President, University of Oregon  
Institute of Ecology and Evolution

Precious Alexandria de Verteuil Yeboah  
Institute of Ecology and Evolution

Congratulations and Presentation of Candidates

Cristin Hulslander  
Curriculum Director and General Biology
CLASS OF 2020

Doctor of Philosophy
Brandon James Mark
Teresa Findley
Kimberly A. Jones
Kevin Joseph McNaught
Angie Mourad Michaiel
Aleesa Joelle Schlientz
Emily Catherine Sutton
Precious Alexandria de Verteuil Yeboah

Master of Science
Kameron R. Bates
Carolyn Elaine Brewster
Daisy R. Chilin
David James Degnan
Aaron Reid Doe
Tai Jillian Donor
Mandie Janet Driskill
Trevor Forrest Enright
Sophia Irene Frantz
Audrey Elizabeth Gill
Madison Caroline Griswold
Max Henry Hills
Ana Howells-Ferreira
Helena Sadie Klein
Garth Ling Kong
Jordan Arisa Lee
Anna Kristina Lundberg
Philip J. McNamara
Nathaniel Olowo
Alexander Emanuel Ostrovsky
Mitchell Garrett Rezzonico
Rachel Elizabeth Richardson

Baccalaureate Degrees with Biology Honors
Elliot Ariel
Robin Joanna Black
Paul Michael Dawson
Adeline Louise Fecker
Emily J. Hill
Rennie Michelle Kendrick
Tova Jillian Kruss
Nelly Merveille Nouboussi Nkenfack
Nelson Alejandro Perez Catalan
Laura Atkins Reich
Bryson Tyler Banda Ricamona
Eric Tristan Strand
Michael Adam Veirs
Alexander Lucas Wind

Baccalaureate Degrees with Marine Biology Honors
Jackson Tyler Hoeke
Baccalaureate Degrees

Marine Biology
Maxwell Nicholas Brewer
Monike Jae Castro
Traelie Nicohl Chapman
Natalie Grace Contreras
Avery Goldberg
Mitchell Gregory Hebner
Taylor Herman
Kelsey C. Nelson
Ethan Dafydd Porter-Hughes

Baccalaureate Degrees

Biology
Nieka Alina Aghel
Sage Evan Albright
Rach Camille Allison
Donn Esther Marie White Almeida
Isabella Avila
Lydia Bliss Beebe
Daniel James Blexrude
William Anthony Cerasale
Lilian Chen
Paul Guy Coats
Stefanie Rae Copeland
Joseph Richard Culbert
Matthew Brendon Dawson
Justin Lau Day
Trace Alexander DelLange
Abigail Jacalyn Delehant
Anthony Alan Ebert
Jason Philip Economopoulos
Ashley Justine Epsy-Fleming
Derek Neal Flanigan
Gabriel Flores
Melissa Galvan
Jasmine Rosario Garcia
Jack A. Gardner
Kevin Arthur Giannini
Schuyler Raven Hamilton
Amber Ting Harshfield
Chaney Michael Hart
Eviana Hernandez Hill
Lincoln James LeVernois Hopkins
Vanessa Marie Hufnagel
Joseph Ming Hwang
Shuwen Jiang
Amanda Nicole Johnson
Nicholas Henderson Kaltenbach
Samuel W. Kent
Anna Vizon Kulawiec
Connor Merril Lane
Sarah Marie LaPlante
Ngoc Hoangdiem Le
Madeline Mei-Lin Lee
Jicheng Liu
Georgia Rose MacCrone
Dylan Michael Martins
Brigette Elise McAllister
Giuliana Elizabeth McLean
Jackson Vern Callero Mestler
Miranda Kathleen Michlanski
Jack Brian Miller
Alexa M. Montegna
Rakiyah Marie Mullings
Matthew Blake Nardoci

1 Summa cum laude 2 Magna cum laude 3 Cum laude 4 Phi Beta Kappa 5 Oregon Six
Baccalaureate Degrees Biology continued

Emily Rebecca Niebergall ⁴
Vanessa Renee Nobles
Qihao Peng
Claire Janelle Pokorny
Allison Tsin Quinn
Madeleine Victoria Rasmussen
Clara Therese Rehmann
Miguel Irwin Rodriguez
Nicholas Evan Rogozinski
Danielle Nichole Rohlfing
Henry Phillip Rupp
Madeline O. Schmidt
Olivia Diane Sidow
Louisa May Henrietta Stein

Camille Marina Sullivan ⁴
Erin E. Swalwell
Caitlyn Sarah Marie Sweat
Cody Sytsma
Craig Megumi Tanaka
Kieley Adelon Trempy ⁴
Victor Rene Trevino
Elisa Trujillo ¹
Kayli Marie Williams
Elizabeth Virginia Wilson
Dorian Shih-Wei Yeh
Janejira Jane Yeoman
Xuntao Zhou
Jacqueline Eugenia Zima

Robert Donald Clark Honors College = Blue stole with white seal

Cord Color Code:
Biology or Marine Biology Honors = Green & yellow
Summa cum laude = Gold
Magna cum laude = Silver
Cum laude = White
Phi Beta Kappa = Pink & light blue
Oregon Six

List includes fall 2019 and winter 2020 degree recipients and spring, summer, and fall 2020 degree candidates

¹ Summa cum laude  ² Magna cum laude  ³ Cum laude  ⁴ Phi Beta Kappa  ⁵ Oregon Six
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

Michael H. Schill, President
Patrick C. Phillips, Provost and Senior Vice President
Bruce Blonigen, Tykeson Dean of Arts and Sciences,
College of Arts and Sciences

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

To learn more about the UO Alumni Association,
visit alumni.uoregon.edu